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1 Yesterday: social laws have no legal status

The first social laws in Italy were a few faint measures implemented by the liberal State to cope with the labor question. Some examples are the law on the labor of women and children, the legal recognition of workers’ mutual aid societies, voluntary insurance coverage against injuries at work, the civil liability of owners, the establishment of arbitrators’ colleges, the institution of compulsory insurance coverage, and the special maternity fund. There is, however, certainly a close connection with the labor question: »The labor law discipline in Italy was established not against, but within the traditional boundaries of private law«.

The true constitutional expression of the liberal State coincides with legislative codification, especially that of civil law. The legal model is French-Napoleonic, pivoting on the equality of the citizen-owners. Nineteenth-century legal thought owes much to the principles stemming from the French Revolution, particularly freedom and equality: »Men are born and remain free and equal in rights«. However, the universal principle of equality is based on the »mechanism of reciprocity«, where equal liberty implies mutual respect for one another’s liberties. This principle influences the construction of the legal system, particularly the great importance given by the civil codes to the »schéma contractuel«, as in the free encounter of the wills of parties that are supposed to be equal. Any other alien element, apart from what has been freely agreed upon by the individual contractors, would constitute a violation of their individual liberty. This individualistic model leaves no room for collective aggregation and also affects the treatment of the mass phenomenon of poverty, which is addressed, as it were, as an individual problem of each single worker. The same vision affects the institution of social insurance systems, in which people help themselves through payment of national insurance premiums. The same applies to all contemporary literature on »self-helpism«, the folk ideology in which relief from poverty is always connected to an individual path of education and hard work. This vision corresponds with the legal representation of society and of the relations between individuals, and it captures the actual legal status of the citizen non-owner.

Since the Enlightenment, law is to be rational. The goal of writing codes is legal certainty, but real life is expunged in the process, and this condemns the codes to remain at an unbridgeable distance from people’s lives.

Legal science merely plays the role of a guardian of the law, and it omits the social and economic context of work from dogmatic speculation. The most insightful legal scientists ascertain the weakness of individuals in the legal code. Particularly the paradigmatic figure of the laborer is completely absent in the code. This »gap« justifies their request for State intervention in the face of injustices generated by the negotiating freedom granted to parties that are mistakenly presumed equal. The State has to intervene because it is considered as the friendly force working for both parties, or even as the only subject able to balance the contracting parties’ forces and act as a guarantor of the common interest.

So social awareness overlaps with individualism; the former should have changed the features of private law, leading to a completely different organization of the whole private law system. Only a minority of Italian legal scientists questioned the value attributed to the social laws, particularly Law n. 80 of 17 March 1898 on compulsory insurance
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against accidents at work for laborers, which undermined a central principle of the legal code: the relationship of cause and effect between accountability and fault. The »new law«, drafted outside the code, should have been deemed a special law, not an exceptional law, and should have been subject to broad interpretation. However, »Social laws were not extended by means of interpretation, and did not determine conflicts in the civil law system«. In other words, the myth of the sovereign State affects the innovators too: they do not go beyond generic requests for legislative intervention through social laws, and in the most daring examples they theorize a recodification of the private-social law. The common law remains untouched and lawmakers prefer to promulgate the first social laws. These can be interpreted as achievements of the socialist movements only indirectly and ambiguously. In fact, they are rather the result of anti-socialist policies. The invention of national insurance systems has been the response to the result of anti-socialist policies. The invention of direct and ambiguous. In fact, they are rather the result of anti-socialist policies. The invention of national insurance systems has been the response of nation-states to the conflict between property and livelihood, that is, a strategy to manage poverty and social exclusion.

The link between work and social laws mainly lies in the identification of the »new« nineteenth century poverty with laboring pauperism: a problem of liberal governments to be solved through State intervention. Therefore, jurists reduce social laws to special and transient interventions, thus considering them more as political measures and not »authentically« legal. The need to preserve the common law jeopardizes the legal nature of the social laws. In essence, two parallel systems coexist: public and private law, socio-economic and legal rationale, social laws and the civil law code.

This original verdict restricted genuine legal interest only to labor law, which, however, as mentioned above, was born in opposition to the intrusion of social legislation that was perceived as a threat to the dogmatic certainties of the code system. The term »social legislation« in common speech may coincide with »social welfare«, which has some basis in legislative action in that the social security law has gained autonomy. Jurisprudence of labor law has shown little interest in the welfare sector, whose study was said, in the fifties, to be in decay:

»Overall, the legal literature was a poor production, especially as regards quality, because, apart from for some isolated exceptions, it was limited to presenting the laws published in such matters, possibly showing their evolution, or at the most faced scientific and perhaps topical problems, but, however, never opened to questioning the foundations«.

The legal essays on welfare legislation are fragmentary. A systematic study does not exist and, when surveying the few monographs, they do not go beyond the mere chronological breakdown of the social laws, often compiled by public officials for teaching purposes or targeted at legal professionals.

On one hand, labor law, taught for decades as a specialist course, is now disappearing as a teaching assignment from the educational system. On the other hand, a revival of the seventies and eighties is now taking place in academia. This revival in fact only incidentally relates to the social laws, as in this case, the main topic is not surprisingly the socialist law studies movement.

The socialist law studies movement yielded only »modest men and modest results«. However, its merit was to have contributed a critical voice to jurisprudence:

»(the movement) was not vocationally subversive, nor did it develop an alternative model of society; it only aimed, with diversity of tones and objectives according to the various authors, to break the monolith of a bourgeois legal heritage that […] seemed, in the late nineteenth century, a cult object more than a field for discussion and possible revision«.

Without naively pretending to be exhaustive, we can, therefore, initially assume that legal science did not give birth to a discipline with social legis-
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2 Today: the «crisis» of the welfare state

The welfare state is a public policy system designed to guarantee citizens, from cradle to grave, basic welfare standards such as health, education, nutrition, housing and income. However, the space for State intervention in such areas seems to have reached its limit, so much so that public services are becoming increasingly inefficient, and it is almost impossible to pass new expenditures or expand the existing administrative system.

It is widely argued that the welfare state is in deep crisis. This is certainly a complex issue also due to large demographic changes and economic choices taken in the international market, among others, which I am not qualified to assess. Still, the question should not be reduced merely to a State’s financial capacity or to miraculous economic formulas chasing an increasingly dynamic global market. Indeed, the system in question was fully established after the Second World War, which was a moment of deep global crisis.

Therefore, we can talk of welfare state crisis for a given definition of «crisis», i.e. the meaning of change and choice. Indeed, «crisis» means here opportunity to rethink the idea of society and State, and consequently to rethink the role of the latter in social policies. In other words, every experience of State organization is the bearer of a specific idea of public policies and social rights.

From this viewpoint, before talking about the welfare state in crisis, we should deal with the crisis of sovereignty of nation-states. The same principle of fraternity originates as an abstract and universal concept, though it has flourished in the very real dimension of the nation-states. The design of the welfare system in Europe, too, is based on the close connection between wealth and national territory. This was indeed a fortunate combination at the times of the Fordist production, when the interests of State, businesses, and citizens’ needs could be more easily balanced. After that time it became an outdated concept, if only because the interest of business is to move freely in international markets, and the interest of citizens is to get better products and a wider margin of decision in local self-government. Consequently, redistribution is no longer the exclusive task of the State which must take action when all is done, as then we would, inertly and hypocritically sad, assist to increasing inequality. On the contrary, action must also be taken at the moment of wealth production. Social solidarity cannot be realized solely by the State, «the recipient of all the expectations and, because of this, increasingly unable to adequately respond to them». Rather, the role of the government should be that of a «coordination center of groups that spontaneously emerge from societal dynamics», or responsible for «shared administration» with civil society, whose autonomy and responsibility it recognizes. Therefore, corporate social responsibility should be strengthened and, above all, all the living forces in society should be mobilized in order to escape the State / market dichotomy and to give greater importance to citizen organizations, because «The fate and effectiveness of democracy did not play only through the mechanisms of the parliamentary representative democracy or through the mediation of an administration responsible for the public interest, but also (in the first place?) in the proliferation of associative public spaces».

Despite appearances, the crisis of the welfare state cannot be inferred strictly by economic and financial analysis. Rather, there are social and cultural boundaries: «The real question behind the future of the welfare state is the future of society itself». The underlying question is how society will evolve, «how does the State transform society, what shape does it give to the relationships between individuals»?

Ultimately, the reason for the «crisis» of the welfare state lies «in the same process of generation of the modern nation-state», particularly in the representation of society and nation-state depicted
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in the reference literature. The real convergence of the welfare state crisis would therefore be "the relationship between State and citizen (as has been built along the entire parabola of modernity)". This is exactly what we should reconsider:

"the belief that social solidarity can be channeled by the State only, as if no intermediate entities existed between State and citizen. This assumption, typical of the liberal State, proudly supporting the healthy and final demolition of any intermediate entities by means of revolution, remains substantially unchanged even in the phase of construction and realization of the welfare State, and is now showing all its fragility". 19

The "crisis" of sovereignty necessitates a new and different perspective because social bonds and solidarity do not depend solely on the State action, but also owe much to the spontaneous initiative of a society’s members:

"Based on this assumption, we can rethink the traditional welfare state by relying on a recent phenomenon: the growing importance of what has been called the third sector of civil society, which is 'third' with respect to the State and to the market, because it includes organizations and activities not attributable either to the action of the former nor to the logic of the latter". 20

The civil associations’ world basically forces us to abandon the State / market dichotomy and rediscover traditions that history had discarded. On one hand, it is true that, as a definition, the third, or non-profit, sector has emerged only recently. Nevertheless, it has in essence been an important part of European culture, even in regulation, if by third sector we mean:

"those entities that are different from the market and from the State, and act in a sphere of action that is not totally 'private' but not even comparable to the 'public'. They do not pursue a particular interest, but at the same time cannot be acknowledged as a surrogate of the public institutions. In this sense there always has been, in Italy, a 'third sector', although only recently it has been well defined following on from a mainly English-based reference literatures". 21

The golden century of associations was the 19th, which "will go down in history as the century of associations". 22 We must go back to the origins of the welfare state that "has its roots in that late nineteenth-century common language of solidarity that (although made of different theoretical idioms) claim[ed] the overcoming of individualism and a greater involvement of the State in the government of society". 23 In this period of liberal societies, solidarity was realized through mutual aid societies. 24 This time was a historical deviation that, however, today should be looked at in a different light as a phenomenon whose effects are measured in the long run and that perhaps deserves more attention in historical perspective. Firstly, this phenomenon is to be studied for its own sake and not "as a step toward transitional forms of more combative labor action" to avoid obscuring important aspects of society. Significantly, mutual aid societies are not limited to concretely improving the fortunes of part of the population. Rather, they "inspire a veritable spirit of independence and democracy in the social fabric, whatever the original intentions of their founders". 25 In other words, we require an approach that does not see
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conflict as a category to understand the phenomenon of mutual aid societies. Mutual aid associations were born as a spontaneous means to limit liberalism and, in many respects, as a long-term project aimed at dismantling the capital-labor class relation in the capitalist system.

3 Tomorrow: more society, less State

The mutual aid association system values the citizen-member, an interesting alternative to the welfare state, where the citizen is a mere user of services offered because of abstractly identified needs, and the welfare mix, where the citizen is a customer. The mutual aid societies are a modern tool of action for civil society, which self-organizes to respond to the real and concrete needs of communities. This example of State/society relation presents an alternative to an atomistic, individualistic type of relation. This »model« is based on self-help, solidarity and democratic participation, and it combines the centrality of the single individual with the need for relations, which are equally necessary for the welfare of individuals. The »one man, one vote« principle does not realize just a formal and abstract equality, but a substantial one among association members by involving them in participation responsible for the vitality of the association. Before being susceptible to claim, social rights must be pursued. Therefore, not only do the mutual aid associations represent a model of social inclusion, but they are also the expression of civil society activism.

Modern associations originated in industrialization and the need to create forms of self-defense against the social risks brought about by deep socio-economic changes. The aims of the associations can be easily expanded and adapted to emerging needs. They often fertilize the growth of other forms of association, such as the cooperative societies of consumers as well as manufacturing and credit unions. The number of mutual aid societies has increased significantly with the granting of the Albertine Statute in a euphoric climate of constitutional liberties, holding great promise for equality rights, freedom of thought, opinion and so on. Such liberties were left without real judicial protection, as the liberal State promoted the sovereignty of statute law and only recognized liberties that were expressly provided by positive law. In that perspective, the constitution is not a legal source superordinate to the positive law, but it is essentially a political compromise and, therefore, does not have the legal power to ensure even the modest liberties declared there.

The mutual aid societies, supported by a minority of the liberal bourgeoisie, break this individualistic vision of the contractual scheme by leveraging self-help principles in a context of relations and not merely of the individual. Self-help that values the individual is realized through the mottos: »there’s safety in numbers« or »one for all and all for one«. In this sense, the principle of Selbsthilfe (self-help) does not mean »God (or heaven) helps those who help themselves«, but it is better expressed as »self-help in the context of mutualist structures«.

This reference model was developed by Schulze-Delitzsch, who was not surprisingly a lawyer and, from 1837, a magistrate. The project was constitutionally significant, because the final goal is a general »social reform of which the People’s Banks would be only one facet«. Liberal reform considers not only the capital, but also the moral aspects, to be key factors.

Individual freedom and strength are always fundamental, but it is free association that represents everyone when the individuals are not strong enough. The jurist understands that, in order to address people’s miseries, the leverage action is economic in nature. Social and constitutional reform is entirely based on associations, particularly on the manufacturing cooperative societies, which must be realized by the means of consumer and credit unions. The German reforms profoundly inspired Italian Luigi Luzzatti, one of the founding fathers of the cooperative banks in Italy and popularizer of the cooperation model throughout Europe and beyond. The formula elaborated by
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Luzzatti in order to realize the principle of equality in a substantial, not merely formal, sense of solidarity is to make credit democratic. According to Luzzatti, credit does not create capital, but simply increases capital utility. The Luzzatti proposal is based on inter-class association, particularly on the link between banks and mutual aid societies. In other words, he argued that access to credit is the instrument to achieve economic equality, which is itself a key to civil and social rights. This, in many respects visionary, project was never achieved. Later, the social security system of the mutual aid societies came into decline and was finally replaced by the universal social protection of state systems. However, the reasons for this «failure» should not be ascribed to the inefficiency of mutual aid societies, but rather to specific political and juridical reasons. The first reason is the myth of national sovereignty. This limit is common to both the liberal and the democratic legal systems, which do not tolerate intermediate and autonomous entities in the State. Forms of association are allowed only as the sum of individual liberties or as forms of decentralization; that is, local State administration that cannot necessarily be equated with «democracy». The policies against poverty reveal that the collaboration between State and society was not intended to be a space to develop autonomy, but rather «as a government strategy».

Moreover, the myth of the absolute State sovereignty drastically simplifies the law by putting top-down authoritative legislation as the only source of law, excluding the bottom-up laws for regulating society, thus depriving it of an essential instrument of expression.
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